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X-CYCLE
RECYCLABLE PACKAGING SOLUTIONS
We proudly introduce our novel packaging range: X-CYCLE. Designed for a truly circular
economy, this is the next generation of recycle-ready laminates, suitable for packaging
of various sensitive products.

The role that flexible packaging producers and
converters have
to
play towards this
transformation is more than critical. Moreover,
global concern on plastic pollution is constantly
rising with consumers increasingly demanding
specific actions to be taken by the packaging
industry.

The Europe-wide EU Strategy for Plastics in the
Circular Economy, developed to transform the
way plastic products are designed, produced,
used and recycled, sets a clear goal: all plastic
packaging should be recyclable by 2030. To
achieve this ambitious vision, the Strategy
foresees actions to improve the economics and
quality of plastic recycling; to curb plastic waste
and littering; to drive investments & innovation;
and to harness global action.

At Hatzopoulos, we always focus on improving
packaging design and on innovating to make our
plastic products more environmental-friendly
and easier to recycle. In response to the
requirements set by the European Commission
as well as our customers globally, our dedicated
R&D team has developed a ser ies of f ilm s t h at
ar e r ecycle-r eady: X-CYCLE. The X-CYCLE range
is the next generation of laminates consisting of
three main alternatives: X-CYCLE PP, X-CYCLE
POLY & X-CYCLE PE. Designed for a truly circular
economy these new films incorporate the
guidelines for plastics recycling through the
corresponding existing and emerging streams.

X-CYCLE PP
Barrier laminates, designed for recycling through the PP recycling stream
X-CYCLE PE
Barrier laminates, designed for recycling through the PE recycling stream
X-CYCLE POLY
Barrier laminates, designed for recycling through the MIXED POLYOLEFINS recycling stream

DESIGN FOR RECYCLING
Resou r ce Ef f icien cy
-

Flexible packaging has proven to be the
best packaging choice when it comes to
product protection, food waste reduction,
consumer convenience & sustainability.
However, today, most multi-material film
structures that provide a broad range of
protective and functional properties are
not recyclable through the available
recycling infrastructure. Laminates that
incorporate high-barrier properties (such
as those brought by alu-foil or PET barrier
films), when combined with polyolefins
cannot be recycled together. Our X-CYCLE
solutions are the recycle-ready films,
designed and launched to fill this exact
gap.

-

Lighter than conventional laminates of the same
thickness
Higher product-to-package ratio
Better environmental metrics

High -Bar r ier Pr oper t ies
-

High-barrier against humidity / oxygen
Optional integration of barrier properties against
light
Optional integration of barrier properties against
mineral oils

Sh elf -appeal
-

Suitable for high-quality printing of graphics up to 10 colors
Optional transparency to enable direct product
visibility
High resistance to puncture
Adjustable pack stiffness

BENEFITS OF X-CYCLE
These recyclable films combine high
protective properties, high performance,
excellent shelf-appeal, pack stiffness and
many add-on packaging functionalities
together. Thanks to their high-barrier
technology they are suitable for packaging
of a broad variety of products such as
coffee, dry nuts, dehydrated foods, snacks
and many more.
In addition to their recyclable design, the
benefits of the novel X-CYCLE range are
summarized as follows:

High Per f or m an ce
-

-

-

Excellent tearing properties for a sm ooth, safe
and easy pack opening to m axim ize consum er
convenience
Very good m echanical properties for high
perform ance at various high-speed packaging
m achines
Film s com patible with zippers and com m on
degassing valves
Herm etic sealing achieved at lower
tem peratures
Contribution to less energy consum ption

At A. Hatzopoulos S.A. we are dedicated in
achieving the sustainability goals set by our
company, as well as our partners globally.

TEXTURED PACKAGING

With the common vision for a better future
planet, we innovate continuously for the
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development of the next generation of
flexible packaging. X-CYCLE is our complete
range of recycle-ready packaging solutions
that make reality our approach to a truly
circular economy.

Touch is one of the most important senses that drives consumer behavior. Explore our new
textured packaging solutions, ideal for brands that are looking to stand out and interact with
the consumers?5th sense!

SOFT TOUCH
The soft touch technology combines a soft, velvety feel with a unique, total matte
look. Soft touch films communicate quality and deliver a luxurious and overall
attractive packaging effect. Recommended for premium products and brands that
are looking to differentiate, soft touch packs invite consumers to reach out and
touch!

PERFECT PAPER TOUCH
The sustainable alternative to paper-based laminates! This awarded technology Worldstar Award 2019 - combines the perfect paper look and touch, and comes
with no limits on substrate, barrier properties or graphics! It provides multiple
resource efficiency-, weight- and cost benefits, while still reflecting the natural,
handmade vibe of paper; ideal choice for organic & natural foods or beverages!

TACTILE EFFECT
The tactile lacquering technology is of growing demand in flexible packaging. This
haptic film is rough in its touch and it creates an impressive, 3D appearance on
the shelf. Usually applied in register, the tactile effect is ideal for the incorporation
of stripes, geometric patterns and other creative graphic elements to your
packaging.

The X-CYCLE PE solutions are today suitable for
packaging of various demanding products such
as coffee, nuts, dehydrated foods and much
more, serving as the perfect fit to the circular
economy of the future. Following a series of
successful tests, we are now ready to provide

various custom solutions that respond to the
diversified customer demands for recyclable
films. In addition, we will soon further expand
our range, to bring to market more recyclable
solutions, suitable for all our key packaging
applications. Stay tuned!

GET IN TOUCH!
Numerous tailor-made solutions are available to adopt the above haptic technologies to your packaging
and differentiate your brand. Contact our team to get a film sample and to discuss more on our solutions
to upgrade your current and future packaging:
+30 2310 551 801 | info@hatzopoulos.gr | www.hatzopoulos.gr

FCM
LEGISLATION
On January 11th, 2019 Regulation
EU/2019/37 was published in the Official
Journal of the European Union. It is the
12th Amendment of EU/10/2011 on
plastics for food contact.
Reflecting the scientific findings already
published by the European Food Safety
Authority (EFSA), the 12th amendment
results in several adjustments to Annex I
and Annex III of the Regulation.

ANNEX ADJUSTM ENTS:

- Regarding Annex I, five changes are made to the
positive list (Table 1), with adaptation of four
previously-authorized substances (FCM 467, FCM
974, FCM 1066 and FCM 1068), and three new
substances added to the list (FCM 1059, FCM 1067
and FCM 1069). Table 2 is also adjusted by the
addition of group restriction N° 35 for the
substances FCM 467, 744 and 1059.
- A new note (27) has been added regarding the
verification of compliance (table 3) and for
substance FCM 744, the detailed specifications in
table 4 were adapted.
- Finally, an adjustment has also been made in
point 4 of annex III, in which food simulants are
assigned to different food categories for
demonstrating compliance with the overall
migration limit. The form of this list was already
adjusted by regulation EU/2017/752 (table 3) and
is now amended by adding a PH limit.

This Regulation has been entered into force on 31
January 2019. Plastic materials and articles
complying with Regulation EU/10/2011 as
applicable before the entry into force of this
Regulation may be placed on the market until 31
January 2020 and may remain on the market until
exhaustion of stocks.
The A.Hatzopoulos S.A. flexible packaging
materials intended to come into contact with food
fully comply with the EU/10/2011 regulation as
amended to date.The relevant regulation is
incorporated in our "Declaration of Compliance
with Food Contact Legislation" document.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION ON LEGISLATION
European Commission announced the launch of
the Online Public Consultation for the evaluation
of food contact materials (FCM) legislation.
The consultation, will run from 11th of February
until the 6th of May and the target is to assess, to
what extent the current EU legislative framework
for food contact materials is fit for purpose and
delivers as expected. It also aims to identify any
?hidden? issues as a consequence of the current
legislation. Finally, the evaluation will show
whether the objectives and tools of the FCM
legislation are still relevant and coherent.

The consultation is addressed a) to citizens ?
respondents should ideally not have any specialist
knowledge on FCM, and b) to experts or those with
prior knowledge of the FCM legislation and
working in the field, including Member States?
authorities and those involved in the practical
controls and enforcement.
To facilitate the process, the whole consultation is
available in all EU languages.
Further reading:
www.hatzopoulos.gr/news/view/en/123
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RUN FOR A CAUSE

THANK YOU, BUCEPHALUS!

14TH INT'L THESSALONIKI MARATHON
More than 120 Hatzopoulos employees
and their family members participated
this year in the 14th International
Thessaloniki Marathon "Alexander the
Great" to run for a good cause!

The International Marathon ?Alexander the
Great?, refers to the route Pella-Thessaloniki. This
International Marathon which symbolizes one of
the most recognizable personalities of humanity,
Alexander the Great, is not just a major
International sporting event. It is a path in history
& ancient Greek culture, connecting the past with
the present and crossing within 42 km over 2.500
years of Macedonian history and Hellenism
This year 16.800 runners, aged 9-85 years,
flooded the streets of Thessaloniki and
Macedonia to live a unique experience, to win the
applause of many fans and to send a message of
fitness and health through an event that also has
social, cultural, environmental, touristic and
historic character.

The run took place on 14 April 2019 gathering
numerous runners at this annual athletic city
event of historic and cultural significance. We are
more than proud of our running team,
particularly this year, as they ran to support to the
organization "Smile of a Child"!

In the Autumn of 1993, we welcomed with great
joy & enthusiasm our first 9-color rotogravure
printing press: ?Bucephalus?, named after the
famous beloved horse of Alexander the Great.
At that time, Bucephalus was a modern, very fast,
top-of-the-range rotogravure press manufactured
by Andreotti / Rotostar, one of a kind in Greece.
Along the years, this machine carried us through
major printing accomplishments and helped us
win numerous ?battles? in the printing field.

This Spring, 26 years and nearly 1 billion running
meters of printed film later, it is time to say
goodbye to this legendary press. Its dismantling
has now started, to give its place to our new
rotogravure investment, expected to be complete
by the end of Q2 2019.

Our employees embraced this major city event
once again, along with their families, engaging in
the spirit of Humanity! This year 's participation
was particularly special to us, since we run with
the organization "Smile of a Child" to support and
strengthen the NGO?s efforts! The Greek
Organisation supports children victims of any
form of violence, missing children, children with
health problems, children living in poverty or
threatened by poverty.

Thank you, Bucephalus!

We are Proud to Run for a Good Cause!
www.hamogelo.gr

Born in Marathon, Greece in 490 B.C. by the heroic effort of the soldier Phedippides who
ran the distance to announce to the Athenians the victory of the Greeks, falling dead due
to overexertion, today in every corner of the world thousands of marathons are being
organized, making thus this sport the one with the most participants in the world.

50.500
ORDERS

~1 BILLION
RUNNING M ETERS

~18 MILLION
KG

~800 MILLION
SQUARE M ETERS

THE LEGEND OF BUCEPHALUS
Few horses have captured
imagination like the horse of
Alexander the Great,
Bucephalus.

Plutarch tells the story of how the
12-year old Alexander won the horse:
King Phillip II paid a small fortune for
the spirited and strong-willed stallion.
However, Bucephalus refused to let
anyone mount him, rearing and
snorting when anyone approached him.

The monument of Alexander the Great in Thessaloniki is a 6-meters tall
monument representing Alexander while riding his horse Bucephalus.
The impressive creation of artist Evaggelos Moustakas, revealed in 1973, is
located in one of the most popular city areas right by the sea.

Phillip eventually ordered the horse to
be taken away, as nobody could tame
the animal. But Alexander objected, he
stated that the problem was not the
horse, but the men who did not know
how to handle it. Alexander had noticed
that Bucephalus was spooked by his
own shadow. He gently turned the
horse?s head towards the sun and then
he was able to leap onto his back and
gallop around the field. Plutarch says
that when he returned, his proud father
said: "My son, you will have to find
another kingdom, Macedonia is too
small for you".
Since that moment, Alexander and
Bucephalus bacame inseparable. The
legend
of
Bucephalus
grew
in
association with that of Alexander until
the horse?s death. Later on, Alexander
named a city, Bucephalia, in his beloved
stallion's honour.
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